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Synopsis
Zenoss provides several mechanisms for collecting performance data from devices,
using different protocols, driven by different Zenoss daemons. Many come as standard
with Zenoss Core.
A simple way to run nonstandard data collection is to use the zencommand daemon
which will run any script  bash, python, whatever  and deliver data to the
performance data files which, for Zenoss upto and including version 4, are held in
Round Robin Database (rrd) format. Unfortunately the zencommand daemon has a
large overhead if many scripts are run against many devices.
Zenoss introduced the zenpython daemon in the Python Collector ZenPack to
streamline collecting custom data and to provide much more flexibility in both
defining and handling that data.
The Python Collector ZenPack also offers a new collection method for configuration
data. Modeler plugins can be constructed which use zenpython to gather
configuration data in an efficient way.
This paper first describes the Zenoss architecture behind data collection. It then
explores simple and more complex ways of building new datasources with the Python
Collector ZenPack, both to gather data from a device and to collect data for
components of devices. It also demonstrates building a Pythonbased modeler plugin
to discover device components.
Performance data is gathered by writing Python code. The code has to process data
that arrives at the zenpython daemon asynchronously. The Python “Twisted” libraries
have to be used to achieve this  a major topic in itself. Examples using both scripts
and SNMP are described.
All examples are included in ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp. This ZenPack updates and
combines the excellent work done by Ryan Matte with his
ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor ZenPacks.Nova.WinServiceSNMP.
This is not an introductory text. It is aimed at people who can write some Python
code, are already comfortable with creating Zenoss ZenPacks and have a good working
knowledge of Zenoss in general. For help getting to this starting point, see some of the
items in the extensive reference section.
THIS IS CURRENTLY NOT COMPLETE  MORE TO FOLLOW..........

Notations
Throughout this paper, text to by typed, file names and menu options to be selected,
are highlighted by italics; important points to take note of are shown in bold.
Points of particular note are highlighted by an icon.
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1 Introduction
This paper has a number of objectives:
•

Provide documentation for developing and testing ZenPacks

•

Describe in detail the ZenPack architecture for gathering performance data

•

Explore the capabilities of Zenoss's Python Collector ZenPack

•

Combine the functionality of Ryan Matte's
ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor ZenPacks.Nova.WinServiceSNMP
to produce a single ZenPack for monitoring Windows devices using the SNMP
protocol.

2 Architecture
2.1 Collecting data
There are some good architecture diagrams in Chapter 1 of the Zenoss Core 4
Administration Guide that help describe the interactions between the many Zenoss
daemons.

Figure 1: Zenoss Architecture

Fundamentally, data is collected by “collectors”. A Zenoss collector is always installed
when you install Zenoss Core (or a Zenoss Enterprise hub). It will be called
6
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localhost. It may be a logical entity in your single Zenoss server or you may install
one or more separate Zenoss collector systems if you want to spread the load of data
collection or avoid problems with firewalls. Each collector will have its own name, its
own collection of devices that it is responsible for ,and its own set of Zenoss daemons.
For the rest of this paper, the assumption is that there is a single localhost collector,
colocated with the Zenoss hub and database.
“Data” can be various types, shown in the diagram above:
•

•

•

•

Discovery  this is typically configuration data. Examples for a device would
be the number and type of network interfaces, the number of filesystems with
their basic attributes, the number and names of monitored processes.
zenmodeler is the daemon that collects this data and it typically runs every 12
hours. You do not expect configuration data to change minutebyminute.
Performance  this data often is relevant, at least at 5minute intervals. So
having discovered a device has several interfaces, including eth0, a performance
daemon would then gather bytes in and bytes out for that interface, at 5 minute
intervals. There are several Zenosssupplied daemons that could do this.
Typically the data is gathered using the SNMP protocol so zenperfsnmp would
be the relevant daemon. If a device does not support SNMP, the data may be
gathered using a command, perhaps over SSH; the collecting daemon would
then be zencommand. If the device runs Windows, you may have one of the
Zenosssupplied ZenPacks to gather data using the WMI protocol using the
zenwin daemon, or using the WinRM protocol which used the zenpython
daemon.
Availability data is typically collected by Zenoss daemons asking “are you still
there” questions. zenping is a good example; by default, every device known to
Zenoss is ping'ed every minute.
Event data may come from the Zenoss daemons that gather external events
information  zentrap gathers SNMP TRAP data; zensyslog gathers syslog data.

This paper will focus mainly on performance data and will touch on discovery data.

2.2 Performance templates
So how does a collector know what data to collect for what devices? Performance
templates define what data is to be collected.

7
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Figure 2: ethernetCsmacd SNMP template for /Devices

Figure 3: test1 Command template for /Server/Linux

A template typically includes:
•

One or more datasources.
◦
◦

◦

8

The datasource has a name; good practice suggests it should be unique.
The data to be gathered. In Figure 2 above, it is an SNMP Object Id (OID).
In Figure 3 the data is captured using a command.
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◦

◦

◦

An event class may be specified to be sent if the collection mechanism fails,
with the severity of that event.
The protocol / daemon used to gather information, though this is often
inherent rather than explicitly stated.
Depending on the collection mechanism, which may be introduced by a
ZenPack, the datasource may have all sorts of other features.

◦

Figure 4: sizevar datapoint in test1 datasource
•
•

Each datasource may have one or more datapoints.
◦

◦

◦

A datapoint has a name which must be unique within the datasource
definition.
Figure 2 shows a single datapoint, ifInOctets, for the SNMP datasource
ifInOctets. Because the datasource type was selected to be SNMP, a single
datapoint is automatically created with the same name as the datasource.
This is because an SNMP query typically returns a single piece of data for a
given OID request.
Figure 3 shows the test1 datasource with 4 datapoints  countervar, sizevar,
timevar and percentvar. A script can deliver as many values as you want
from a single script. The datasource is of type COMMAND so we get more
fields to define how the command is run. The trick with a COMMAND
datasource is that the script must return “Nagiosstyle output” which
typically echos to stdout a string like:
"This is a test  status OK | timevar=74s sizevar=9B percentvar=10% countervar=123c"

◦
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The summary of an event is populated by the text before the vertical bar;
any data values are after the bar in the format <variable name>=<variable
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value>. They may be comma or space separated. The trick is that, in the
template, the datapoints need to be defined such that their names exactly
match the variable names that are output.
◦
◦

◦

The datapoint has a type  COUNTER, GAUGE, DERIVE or ABSOLUTE.
A datapoint may have a maximum and/or minimum value specified. Sample
data outside this range will not be stored.
The datapoint may have an alias.

When creating a datapoint, you specify its name. When the datapoint is used, its full
name is <datasource>.<datapoint> (in some older versions of Zenoss, you may
sometimes see <datasource>_<datapoint> ). So, from Figure 4, we get:
•

test1.countervar

•

test1.sizevar

•

test1.percentvar

•

test1.timevar

When data has been gathered, it is stored in Round Robin Database (rrd) files. (Note
that this is changing with Zenoss 5). It is zenrrd that actually populates the files.
Data files are stored on the collector responsible for a device, under a directory
structure starting $ZENHOME/perf/Devices/<device id>. Devicewide data, such as
memory and load average are directly under this directory. If the template includes
graphs, the graphs are seen from the lefthand Graphs menu for the device.
If the template is for component data, such as filesystems or interfaces, then the data
files are in subdirectories such as os/filesystems or os/interfaces.
The datafile will end in .rrd. The main part of the filename is the datasource name
concatenated with the datapoint name, separated by an underscore; so we get things
like:
•

test1_countervar.rrd

•

os/interfaces/MS TCP Loopback interface/ifInOctets_ifInOctets.rrd

Note that these filenames do not include the template name. This is why it would be
good practice to always have unique datasource names. If you have two templates,
both with a datasource called test1, both of which have a datapoint called contervar,
both of which are bound to a particular device, then you will have chaos with two
templates both trying to write to the same file.
Templates are activated by binding them either to a device class or to a specific
device. If bound to a class, the template is inherited down that class hierarchy and to
the device instances. A template of the same name may be overridden at any point
lower down the hierarchy, with changes. This is why there are lots of templates called
Device, probably all different.

10
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Figure 5: Device template with different versions for device classes and
specific devices

The template at the lowest point in the hierarchy is the one actually applied.

2.2.1 Device templates vs component templates
Some templates ask questions about an overall “device”, Device (Server/Linux) has
SNMP datasources that query cpu and memory statistics.
The “question” is asked once of the whole device. In SNMP terminology, the OID that
is requested is usually a scalar, ie. a single number and it nearly always ends in a .0 .
Data is retrieved and stored directly under $ZENHOME/perf/Devices/<device id>.
These templates must be bound to a device class or device.

11
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Figure 6: Device (/Server/Linux) template with scalar SNMP datasources and datapoints

A component template is rather different. Typically it gathers data for each instance
of a component. The ethernetCsmacd (/Devices) template gathers several datapoints
for every interface. With SNMP, typically the datasource specifies an OID for an
SNMP table rather than a scalar, where the last digit of the OID refers to the
instance within the table.

Figure 7: ethernetCsmacd template showing OIDs for tables (no .0 on the end)

ifInOctets is one of the datasource/datapoints in the ethernetCsmacd template. Note
in Figure 7 that the OID does not end in .0 . Also note in the templates dialogue that
12
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in the lefthand menu it has a grey “snowflake” icon against it; this denotes a
component template.
To see what the datasource returns, use the snmpwalk utility to get the OID:
snmpwalk v 2c c public win2003net.class.example.org .1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2.1.10

IFMIB::ifInOctets.1 = Counter32: 1139
IFMIB::ifInOctets.2 = Counter32: 12594398
IFMIB::ifInOctets.3 = Counter32: 1453709

A table of values is returned, one per interface. It is the job of the datasource to work
out how to assign the correct data to the correct interface.
Component templates must not be bound by humans! They are bound
automatically when the zenmodeler daemon discovers instances of a component
during the configuration cycle.
The association is made by the template (not datasource or datapoint  template)
having exactly the same name as the object defining the component (it may be
different if you code it that way  as with interface templates  but this is a good
starting rule). Typically, you only find this information by digging in the code. The
FileSystem component template is bound automatically to components of type
FileSystem (have a look in $ZENHOME/Products/ZenModel/FileSystem.py for the
object definition).

2.3 The role of zenhub in data collection
zenhub is the central Zenoss coordination daemon. Performance templates are
usually defined through the graphical interface, included with the Core code, or
shipped with ZenPacks. However they are defined, they are stored in the Zope
database (zodb) which is implemented in MySql. In a simple implementation the
MySql instance is colocated with the zenhub though it can be separated off to a
separate server with both Zenoss Core and Enterprise. Fundamentally, zenhub
directs access to the ZODB database.
Data collection is performed by various daemons in one or more Zenoss collectors.
zenhub knows which devices are supported by which collectors. Part of the role of
zenhub is to decide what template information should be sent to which collectors; the
collector daemons can then build task lists of what data to gather from where.
Whenever a template is changed, zenhub needs to push configuration changes to the
appropriate collector(s); this now happens automatically when a template or device
attribute is updated; in the past, the Push Changes menu option was used.
It would be wildly inefficient to individually pass every datapoint for every datasource
for each object to the collectors. Each type of datasource is defined as an object class
and each class is associated with a DataSourcePlugin class. The DataSourcePlugin
code includes methods for zenhub to determine what data needs passing to which
collectors.

13
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2.3.1 config_key method
This method will be discussed in more detail later but for now, the comments in
Figure 8 are helpful.

Figure 8: config_key method for a datasource plugin class

The method is run by zenhub.
It is passed the datasource object and the context object; “context” is the item that the
datasource template is applied to, typically a device or a component.
It returns unique configuration “batches” where you specify what makes a config
unique. The default is shown here. Note that the device id is included but not the
context.id. This means that, by default, a single component datasource definition will
serve for all similar components of the device, with the same datasource template,
cycle time, datasource name and datasource plugin.

2.3.2 params method
A datasource may also implement a params method. Remember that data collection
may be in a remote collector which does not have direct access to the zodb database. If
the collection daemon needs access to zodb data, then it has to be fetched by zenhub
and included in the configuration that is passed to the collection daemon.

14
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def params(cls, datasource, context):
"""
Return params dictionary needed for this plugin.
This is a classmethod that is executed in zenhub. The datasource and
context parameters are the full objects.
You have access to the dmd object database here and any attributes
and methods for the context (either device or component).
You can omit this method from your implementation if you don't require
any additional information on each of the datasources of the config
parameter to the collect method below. If you only need extra
information at the device level it is easier to just use
proxy_attributes as mentioned above.
"""
params = {}
params['snmpVer'] = datasource.talesEval(datasource.snmpVer, context)
params['snmpCommunity'] = datasource.talesEval(datasource.snmpCommunity, context)

# Get path to executable file, starting from this file
#

which is in ZenPack base dir/datasources

# Executables are in ZenPack base dir / libexec
thisabspath = os.path.abspath(__file__)
(filedir, tail) = os.path.split(thisabspath)
libexecdir = filedir + '/../libexec'
#

script is winmem.py taking 3 parameters, hostname or IP, zSnmpVer, zSnmpCommunity

cmdparts = [ os.path.join(libexecdir, 'winmem.py') ]
#
#

context is the object that the template is applied to

 either a device or a component

In this case it is a device with all the attributes and methods of a device

if context.titleOrId():
cmdparts.append(context.titleOrId())
elif context.manageIp:
cmdparts.append(context.manageIp)
else:
cmdparts.append('UnknownHostOrIp')

15
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Items of particular note in the params method above are:
•

params['snmpVer'] = datasource.talesEval(datasource.snmpVer, context)
◦

•

if context.titleOrId():
◦

•

The datasource dialogue provides elements in the GUI for you to specify
data. This “datasource.talesEval” construct provides access to that data (the
snmpVer attribute in this case). More on this later.
context is the object the template is applied to, typically a device or
component. All attributes and methods of that object are available at this
time. For a device, look in $ZENHOME/Products/ZenModel/Device.py for
the object definition. This line uses the titleOrId() method.

elif context.manageIp:
◦

Similarly, this gets the manageIp attribute of the device or component.

2.3.3 proxy attributes
The proxy method provides great flexibility for accessing zodb attributes and methods
of devices and components. If the requirements of the data collector are simpler  just
attributes of a device  then they can be specified in a proxy_attributes statement of
the DataSourcePlugin class. They are then accessed by zenhub and passed as part of
the datasource configuration, to the collector.

Figure 9: proxy_attributes for a DataSourcePlugin
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3 The Python Collector ZenPack
Zenoss released the Python Collector ZenPack in 2013  see
http://wiki.zenoss.org/ZenPack:PythonCollector . I believe it only works with Zenoss 4
releases, not Zenoss 3 or earlier. There is some documentation provided on the wiki
page but it is rather sparse.
The ZenPack provides:
•

A new collector daemon that implements Python code  zenpython

•

A new datasource base class  PythonDataSource

•

•

•

With associated info and interfaces classes  PythonDataSourceInfo and
IPythonDataSourceInfo to help define the layout of the dialogue for the
datasource.
A new DataSourcePlugin class  PythonDataSourcePlugin that actually
specifies the work to be done in collecting data.
PythonDataSourceConfig and PythonConfig classes (in the services
directory) as base classes to define how zenhub handles Python datasource
configurations.

Fundamentally, this daemon implements your Python code. Outofthebox, the
Python Collector ZenPack does not immediately deliver anything useful.
From the wiki page.....
“The goal of the Python data source type is to replicate some of the standard
COMMAND data source type's functionality without requiring a new shell and
shell subprocess to be spawned each time the data source is collected. The
COMMAND data source type is infinitely flexible, but because of the shell and
subprocess spawning, it's performance and ability to pass data into the
collection script are limited. The Python data source type circumvents the need
to spawn subprocesses by forcing the collection code to be asynchronous using
the Twisted library. It circumvents the problem with passing data into the
collection logic by being able to pass any basic Python data type without the
need to worry about shell escaping issues. “
“The Python data source type is intended to be used in one of two ways. The
first way is directly through the creation of Python data sources through the
web interface or in a ZenPack. When used in this way, it is the responsibility of
the data source creator to implement the required Python class specified in the
data source's Python Class Name property field. The second way the Python
data source can be used is as a base class for another data source type. Used in
this way, the ZenPack author will create a subclass of PythonDataSource to
provide a higherlevel functionality to the user. The user is then not responsible
for writing a Python class to collect and process data. “

17
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In practise, this means you have to create your own ZenPack to make use of
zenpython. The second paragraph from the wiki talks about “creation of Python data
sources through the web interface or in a ZenPack” but fundamentally you have to
code a PythonDataSourcePlugin to perform the data collection, even if you then build
a datasource of type Python through the GUI which then references your
PythonDataSourcePlugin. This “first method” does avoid coding the datasource
definition; that is, the GUI dialogue that allows you to specify relevant fields like
Event Class and Severity, Cycle Time and Component but the downside is that you
also lose that flexibility.
The “second way” to use the data source that is described in the above paragraph, does
impose the responsibility of some coding to define the datasource GUI dialogue. The
last sentence about “not responsible for writing a Python class to collect and process
data” really is not valid. Although a skeletal PythonDataSourcePlugin class exists, all
the actual collection methods are null code that you need to override in your ZenPack.
Another good reference is the Zenoss Labs ZenPack Development documentation at
http://zenosslabs.readthedocs.org/en/latest/zenpack_development/monitoring_http_api/
index.html . This “Monitoring an HTTP API” section provides examples of coding for
the Python Collector ZenPack and uses the twisted.web.client libraries. The ZenPack
code example can be found here 
https://github.com/zenoss/ZenPacks.training.WeatherUnderground .

3.1 Programming with Twisted
The wiki also refers to “forcing the collection code to be asynchronous using the
Twisted library” and then in the example has:
“return somethingThatReturnsADeferred(
without giving real example code. Programming with Python “Twisted” libraries is an
acquired taste and somewhat of a black art.
Fundamentally, Twisted provides methods that allow you to define a data collection
routine but expects the data to be returned at some time in the future. The program
does not have to wait, pending this data; it is handled asynchronously, at a later time,
when the data arrives. Typically it uses a callback mechanism to link the data
request with the returned data. Writing twisted code is nontrivial and debugging it
is harder; printing or logging statements are often inappropriate as the data will not
yet be available.
This paper is not a Twisted tutorial but it does provide examples of using both SNMP
and commands through the Twisted libraries.

18
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4 ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor
To provide several different examples of using Python datasources, this paper
describes the ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp ZenPack. A second objective is to deliver a
working ZenPack to monitor Windows devices using the SNMP protocol.
Ryan Matte, well known to the Zenoss community, has two longestablished ZenPacks
that provide this functionality but some of the data collection is performed through
zencommand; this will be replaced by zenpython datasources. The example ZenPack
will combine the functionality from both of Ryan's ZenPacks.
Note that when accessing ZenPacks through the Zenoss wiki site at
http://wiki.zenoss.org/Category:ZenPacks , some of the github links may be broken.
This is often because the link starts with git: rather than https: . For example:
•

git://github.com/zenoss/ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor.git
can be corrected to

•

https://github.com/zenoss/ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor.git

4.1 Obtaining code and documentation for the ZenPack
Ryan Matte's ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor is available at
https://github.com/zenoss/ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor . Note that this
is version 1.6 and does not have process and paging monitoring. The latest 1.7 version
I can only find in egg format referenced from the Zenoss wiki page at
http://wiki.zenoss.org/ZenPack:Windows_SNMP_Performance_Monitor_%28Advanced
%29 and the download link for the 1.7 egg is
http://dmon.org/downloads/zenoss/zenpacks/zenoss4/ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPP
erfMonitor1.7py2.7.egg .
Documentation for the ZenPack can be found at
http://community.zenoss.org/docs/DOC3386 . Note that it used to be called Windows
SNMP Performance Monitor (Advanced). The description on this page (which applies
to version 1.6 of the ZenPack) gives the following.
Description:
This ZenPack allows you to monitor performance data (CPU and Memory) of
Windows hosts running the standard SNMP Service without needing snmp
informant installed. This ZenPack is still under development but is functional.
This ZenPack adds organizers to /Server/Windows as follows:
/Server/Windows/1 Processor
/Server/Windows/2 Processors
/Server/Windows/4 Processors
/Server/Windows/8 Processors
/Server/Windows/16 Processors
19
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Each one has a template that monitors a certain number of processors. New
templates may be created if you need more than 16 processors, though the
defaults should be ideal in most cases.
To determine which group to place a server in perform an snmpwalk command
for hrProcessorLoad as follows:
snmpwalk -v1 -c <snmp string> <host> hrProcessorLoad

The number of lines corresponds to the number of CPUs. Place the device in the
appropriate group. This ZenPack allows each individual CPU/Core to be
monitored as well as the total CPU usage. It also calculates total memory usage
in percentage to make thresholding much easier. There are thresholds available
for each individual CPU/Core as well, but these can be disabled if desired.
Version 1.7 of the ZenPack adds paging and number of processes to the data collected.
Note that there is a clear warning about the removal of the ZenPack:
If you are upgrading from an older version of the pack I recommend removing it
and then reinstalling it as I've made significant changes to the template which
don't appear to merge well when upgrading. In the case of this Advanced
ZenPack, move all of your Windows devices out of the processor
organizers to /Server/Windows so that they don't get deleted when the
pack is removed. After removing and reinstalling the pack simply
move the devices back in to their respective organizers.
This comment applies to any ZenPack which creates and deletes Device Classes. If
the ZenPack remove deletes a device class then all devices that have been allocated to
that class will also be deleted. This does not apply if you reinstall the ZenPack; in
that case, existing devices are preserved.
The documentation also suggests that an event transform be applied to the
/Perf/Memory event class to transform the summary and message fields to report the
percentage of memory or paging used, when a threshold is breached.

4.2 ZenPack implementation details
This is a simple ZenPack. It is really just a large number of objects in the
objects/objects.xml file. The objects create:
•

The Device classes documented above

•

Performance templates for each of these device classes

All the templates are variants of a template called Device. The templates that gather
cpu, memory and paging use zencommand to run scripts provided in the libexec
directory of the ZenPack:
20
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•

wincpu.py

•

winmem.py

Figure 10: Device template from SNMPPerfMonitor ZenPack for /Server/Windows/2 Processors

Fundamentally all the data is collected using the SNMP protocol; however, as is not
uncommon, SNMP doesn't quite provide an OID for the exact data required. The cpu,
memory, and process data all comes from the standard HOSTRESOURCES mib.
For memory and paging we need total available, total used and percent used. What
the hrStorage part of the host resources mib provides us with, as a table, is:

•
•

SNMP OIDs are table values  hrStorageEntry

1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1

The .2 column gives hrStorageType with values like hrStorageRam and
hrStorageVirtualMemory

•

The .4 column gives hrStorageAllocationUnits (ie block size in bytes)

•

The .5 column gives hrStorageSize (ie total number of allocation units)

•

The .6 column gives hrStorageUsed (ie number of allocation units used)

winmem.py
•
•

•
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Gathers this tabular data
From the .2 hrStorageType it determines the OID instance that represents
hrStorageRam and hrStorageVirtualMemory
For these instances, it gathers the .4, .5 and .6 values and uses them to
calculate the required datapoint values. For example:
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•

•

◦

MemoryTotal = (hrStorageAllocationUnits * hrStorageSize) /1.024

◦

MemoryUsed = ( hrStorageAllocationUnits * hrStorageUsed) / 1.024

◦

PercentMemoryUsed = (MemoryUsed / MemoryTotal ) * 100

Data is gathered using the snmpwalk utility, taking parameters for the host to
collect from, the SNMP version to use and the SNMP community name.
The script echos an output line to stdout in Nagios format, with each of the
datapoints after a vertical bar, in <var name> = <value> format

cpu utilisation is also provided by the HOSTRESOURCES mib where data is
provided per cpu. This is why the ZenPack provides various different device classes to
accommodate templates with datapoints for different hardware configurations.
wincpu.py is shown below. It provides a value for hrProcessorLoad for each CPU and
an overall total.
#!/usr/bin/python
# Originally from Ryan Matte's ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor
# Uses a command to run an snmpwalk to get cpu utilisation
# SNMP OID is actually a table of values  1 value per processor
#

hrProcessorLoad

.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.3.3.1.2

#

For multiple CPUs, simply sum up the values

import sys
import commands
host = sys.argv[1]
snmp_ver = sys.argv[2]
community_string = sys.argv[3]
total = 0
cpu_index = 1
cpu_command = "snmpwalk " + snmp_ver + " c " + community_string + \
" " + host + " .1.3.6.1.2.1.25.3.3.1.2"
(status, cpu_output) = commands.getstatusoutput(cpu_command)
if status == 0:
cpu_list = cpu_output.split('\n')
num_cpus = len(cpu_list)
if num_cpus > 0:
sys.stdout.write("OK|")
for cpu in cpu_list:
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value = int(cpu.split(' ')[1])
total = total + value
sys.stdout.write("CPU" + str(cpu_index) + "=" + str(value) + " "),
cpu_index += 1
sys.stdout.write("Total=" + str((total / num_cpus)) + "\n")
sys.stdout.flush()
else:
print "Unknown"
else:
print "Unknown"

When this script is used in a command template, the correct number of datapoints
need to be provided to match the number of CPUs. See the template in Figure 10
above.

5 ZenPacks.Nova.WinServiceSNMP
5.1 Obtaining code and documentation for the ZenPack
Ryan Matte's ZenPacks.Nova.WinServiceSNMP can be found on the Zenoss wiki at
http://wiki.zenoss.org/ZenPack:Windows_SNMP_Service_Monitor . The egg download
is at
http://dmon.org/downloads/zenoss/zenpacks/zenoss4/ZenPacks.Nova.WinServiceSNMP
1.1py2.7.egg . I have not found the source code on github; however,I have built a
developmentmode tarball of the 1.7 code that is available at ?????
The documentation on the wiki page says:
DESCRIPTION:
The Windows SNMP Service Monitor ZenPack allows Zenoss to monitor
Windows Services via SNMP. It automatically links to the /Server/Windows
device class. After installing the pack you can simply remodel devices in
/Server/Windows and Zenoss will discover any services running on them.
Make sure that you lock the services to prevent them from being removed
during a remodel while a service is down. Modeling will only pick up services
that are running.
INSTALLATION:
During installation and removal the ZenPack rebuilds device relations for all
devices within the /Server/Windows device class. Depending on the number of
devices that you have in that class, it can take a long time. You will notice some
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errors in the UI while the relations are being rebuilt, which is normal. Please be
patient and allow it to complete. After the relations have been rebuilt Zenoss
should be restarted. Make sure that the zenwinsrvsnmp daemon is running
after the restart is performed.
ZPROPERTIES:
•
•

•

zWinServiceSNMPIgnoreNames: Place the full names of any services
that you want to ignore in this line by line.
zWinServiceSNMPMonitorNames: Place the full names of any services
which you explicitly want to monitor (ignoring all others) in this line by
line.
zWinServiceSNMPMonitorNamesEnable: This enables/disables the use of
zWinServiceSNMPMonitorNames

Note that you need to remodel your devices for the above to take effect.
Keep in mind that zWinServiceSNMPIgnoreNames is constantly in use. If you
put the same service name in both zWinServiceSNMPIgnoreNames and
zWinServiceSNMPMonitorNames it will be ignored.
DAEMON:
•

zenwinsrvsnmp: Make sure this daemon is running or service monitoring
won't work.

TEMPLATE:
•

WinServiceSNMP in /Server/Windows: This template is required for
monitoring services. Do not bind this template to the device. Make sure
the template is in the class that the device is in (or a higher class). The
template will automatically be used for the windows services components.

MODELER PLUGIN:
•

community.snmp.WinServiceMap: This plugin is required during
modeling.

Note that this ZenPack only detects Windows services that are actually running.
Unlike both the old and new Zenossprovided Windows ZenPacks that use WMI and
WinRM protocols respectively, there is no concept of the “Start Mode” of a service
(because it is not provided by any SNMP OID).
Also note that a component template, WinServiceSNMP, is provided.
Note that this ZenPack modifies all existing devices under /Server/Windows when the
ZenPack is installed.
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5.2 ZenPack implementation details
This is a much more complex ZenPack. In addition to the WinServiceSNMP
component template, code is provided to implement:
•

A new device object type  WinServiceSNMPDevice

•

A new component for the WinServiceSNMPDevice called WinServiceSNMP

•

A new daemon to gather component data  zenwinsrvsnmp

•

A new datasource, WinServiceSNMPDataSource, that runs an snmpwalk
command to gather service data

•

A new modeler plugin  WinServiceMap

•

A new event class, /Status/WinServiceSNMP which includes a transform

•

•

New zProperties zWinServiceSNMPIgnoreNames,
zWinServiceSNMPMonitorNames and zWinServiceSNMPMonitorNamesEnable
which are declared in the __init__.py of the main ZenPack directory.
A new lefthand menu for a device, called Services, which shows monitoring,
locking and status details of Windows services. This is implemented in a
combination of the __init__.py and files under the skins subdirectory hierarchy.

When the ZenPack is installed, all devices under /Server/Windows have their
zPythonClass property set to the new device type defined by
ZenPacks.Nova.WinServiceSNMP.WinServiceSNMPDevice . This is only done if
zPythonClass is not currently set for a device (ie. it won't override a value already
configured).
The modeler plugin and the datasource both use SNMP to get data from the Lan
Manager MIB table that delivers service information. The scSvcTable Entry
( 1.3.6.1.4.1.77.1.2.3.1 ) has entries for:
•

.1

svSvcName

•

.3

svSvcOperatingState where
◦

active(1)

◦

continuepending(2)

◦

pausepending(3)

◦

paused(4)

Both the standard Windows SNMP agent and the netsnmp Windows agent appear to
support the Lan Manager MIB, in addition to the standard Mib2 and HOST
RESOURCES mibs.
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6 ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp
The primary objective of this paper is to explore using the Python Collector. The
various datasources and datapoints implemented in Ryan's two ZenPacks will be
reimplemented to be driven by the zenpython daemon.
Some of the examples in this section you would not normally convert to a
PythonDataSource; those datasources that gather simple SNMP OID values may as
well be done by the zenperfsnmp daemon and its associated datasource type; however
the examples here all demonstrate particular points, even though you may not choose
to implement them this way in a production environment.
Every effort has been made to ensure that Ryan's ZenPacks and this Skills 1st
ZenPack can coexist; hence many objects have had their name slightly changed
(typically by adding “Python”) to ensure there are no name clashes.

6.1 Creating a ZenPack
Do ensure that the ZenPack is in “development mode”. My method for creating this
ZenPack would be:
1. Create a new ZenPack through the GUI. Make a note of the name  you will
need to use it in the new datasource files. This ZenPack is
ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp .
2. Do a recursive copy of the directory under $ZENHOME/ZenPacks to a local
working directory and then reinstall in development mode. For example:
cd $ZENHOME/ZenPacks
cp R ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp /opt/zenoss/local

(assuming this exists)

cd /opt/zenoss/local
zenpack link install
•

ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp

This gets you a development mode ZenPack in a working directory

3. You should restart zenhub and zopectl at this point.
4. If you inspect the directory hierarchy of the ZenPack, there will be skeleton files
for many things, many of which you don't need. The main working directory of
the ZenPack is:
ZenPacks.skills1st.SnmpWin/ZenPacks/skills1st/SnmpWin

5. Under here will be directories such as:
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•

datasources

•

modeler

•

libexec

•
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6.2 Building a Python datasource to run a script
There are two main parts to defining a datasource:
•
•

The code that builds the GUI dialogue for your new datasource type
The code that then gathers values to populate the datasource's datapoints. This
code has several methods some of which are actually implemented by zenhub to
build configurations for collectors and some are run by the zenpython daemon to
collect the data.

These sections are generally common whatever daemon the datasource is written for.
This first example is going to reimplement the zencommand datasource that gathers
memory and paging data using a script but the script will be driven by the zenpython
daemon, rather than by zencommand; however, the same winmem.py file will be used.
Datasource files are created in the datasources directory of a ZenPack.

6.2.1 Imports and logging
First there is some necessary preamble, importing prerequisite objects and methods
and setting up logging.

Figure 11: Preamble for the CmdSnmpMemDataSource.py file
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Note the import of the PythonDataSource and PythonDataSourcePlugin from the
Python Collector ZenPack.
It is good practice (and strongly advised) to set up logging. Use something unique but
common throughout the ZenPack. zen.PythonWinSnmp is used here.

6.2.2 The datasource class
The second part defines a new DataSource class, inheriting from the
PythonDataSource. Inspect the code in the Python Collector ZenPack, under
datasources/PythonDataSource.py, to see the properties that are inherited by default.

Figure 12: Python Collector ZenPack definition of PythonDataSource class

The first few lines set a ZENPACKID variable that can be used later and then defines
the new source type name.
ZENPACKID = 'ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp'
# Friendly name for your data source type in the dropdown selection.
sourcetypes = ('CmdSnmpMemDataSource',)
sourcetype = sourcetypes[0]

Standard attributes inherited from the parent PythonDataSource, can be given
default values.
component = '${here/id}'
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eventClass = '/Perf/Memory/Snmp'
# cycletime is standard and defaults to 300
cycletime = 120

Figure 13: Start of new CmdSnmpMemDataSource class, inheriting from PythonDataSource

You can specify other fields that you want to see in the GUI dialogue for this
datasource.
# Custom fields in the datasource  with default values
#

(which can be overridden in template )

hostname = '${dev/id}'
ipAddress = '${dev/manageIp}'
snmpVer = '${dev/zSnmpVer}'
snmpCommunity = '${dev/zSnmpCommunity}'
_properties = PythonDataSource._properties + (
{'id': 'hostname', 'type': 'string', 'mode': 'w'},
{'id': 'ipAddress', 'type': 'string', 'mode': 'w'},
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{'id': 'snmpVer', 'type': 'string', 'mode': 'w'},
{'id': 'snmpCommunity', 'type': 'string', 'mode': 'w'},
)

Figure 14: plugin_classname and datapoints for the new datasource

The plugin_classname specifies the object path to the plugin; typically this will be in
this same file.
Datapoints for the datasource can be defined using the manage_addRRDDataPoint()
method. It is perfectly possible to override the default values of the datapoint
attributes as shown in Figure 14 for PagingUsed. The fundamental definition of rrd
datapoints is in $ZENHOME/Products/ZenModel/RRDDatapoint.py.
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Figure 15: RRDDatapoint.py in $ZENHOME/Products/ZenModel defines the attributes of a datapoint

6.2.3 Info and Interface definitions
Since we are defining a panel that will be supplied by the Zenoss GUI, we have to
provide interface and info definitions. Some ZenPack writers choose to put such
definitions in separate info.py and interfaces.py files. Here the code is included in the
datasource file.
The interface information defines the text label that will appear above the relevant
box in the new datasource GUI dialogue.
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Figure 16: Interface class definition for the new datasource

The info class links defines the new attributes as proxy properties.

Figure 17: Info class definition for the new datasource

Note the “testable” attribute. This controls whether the GUI window has a “Test”
button. In practise, this never seems to work for a PythonDataSource so it has been
coded with a “False” value.
This completes the definition of the GUI window to define the new datasource. The
result can be seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: GUI dialogue box created for the CmdSnmpMemDataSource

6.2.4 The PythonDataSourcePlugin class
The rest of the CmdSnmpMemDataSource.py file defines the
PythonDataSourcePlugin class that gathers the data.
The parent PythonDataSourcePlugin class can be inspected in the Python collector
ZenPack's datasources/PythonDataSource.py file. A number of methods are defined,
some of which are effectively dummies in this parent class, that are to be overridden
in your new class:
•

def config_key(cls, datasource, context):
◦

•

def params(cls, datasource, context):
◦
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Return list that is used to split configurations at the collector. This is a
classmethod that is executed in zenhub. The datasource and context
parameters are the full objects. Check zenhub.log for errors.
Return params dictionary needed for this plugin. This is a classmethod that
is executed in zenhub. The datasource and context parameters are the full
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•

def __init__(self, config=None):
◦

•

def collect(self, config):
◦

•

Called only on error. After onResult, before onComplete. You can omit this
method if you want the error result of the collect method to be used without
further processing. It recommended to implement this method to capture
errors.

def onComplete(self, result, config):
◦

•

Called only on success. After onResult, before onComplete. You should
return a data structure with zero or more events, values and maps. Note
that values is a dictionary and events and maps are lists.

def onError(self, result, config):
◦

•

No default collect behaviour. You must implement this method. This method
must return a Twisted deferred. The deferred results will be sent to the
onResult then either onSuccess or onError callbacks below. This method
really is run by zenpython daemon. Check zenpython.log for any log
messages.

def onSuccess(self, result, config):
◦

•

Initialize the plugin with a configuration. New in version 1.3.

Called last for success and error. You can omit this method if you want the
result of either the onSuccess or onError method to be used without further
processing.

def cleanup(self, config):
◦

Called when collector exits, or task is deleted or recreated. May be omitted.

The first element in the plugin code specifies any proxy_attributes that you want to
use from the Zope database. They will be accessed by zenhub and passed as part of
the configuration to the zenpython daemon on the collector.

Figure 19: proxy_attributes for the PythonDataSourcePlugin class
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Since we shall use the SNMP protocol to gather data, the zSnmpVer and
zSnmpCommunity configuration properties will be useful. This is nothing to do with
the new fields that are defined in the datasource GUI. We are simply providing
alternatives here.
The config_key method decides how to determine a “unique” configuration for this
datasource. It is run by zenhub. The only modification from the default is to include a
logging line, which will appear in zenhub.log if the zenhub daemon is run with
debugging turned on. You can turn debugging on for a running zenhub, as the zenoss
user, from a command prompt, with:
zenhub debug
less $ZENHOME/log/zenhub.log

to inspect the log file

Figure 20: config_key method determines configuration uniqueness

The params method may be used to gather information from the Zope database for
either a device or a component. You have access to object methods as well as
attributes. params is run by zenhub.
The params method coded here is more complex than necessary but demonstrates
several alternative ways of accessing information. Basically, we have two alternatives
(in addition to the device proxy_attributes described above):
•

Data values provided in the datasource GUI dialogue

•

Data values retrieved from zodb

The params method returns a dictionary (typically called params).
The
params['snmpVer'] = datasource.talesEval(datasource.snmpVer, context) construct

provides access to the value in the datasource.
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Figure 21: params method gathers data values from the datasource GUI dialogue

This datasource plugin is going to run the same winmem.py file that Ryan's ZenPack
called. We need to build that command. The next section of the params method
delivers the command, based on the assumption that winmem.py is in the ZenPack's
libexec directory.
The first part finds the path to winmem.py and creates the filepath:
# Get path to executable file, starting from this file
#

which is in ZenPack base dir/datasources

# Executables are in ZenPack base dir / libexec
thisabspath = os.path.abspath(__file__)
(filedir, tail) = os.path.split(thisabspath)
libexecdir = filedir + '/../libexec'
# script is winmem.py taking 3 parameters, hostname or IP, zSnmpVer, zSnmpCommunity

cmdparts = [ os.path.join(libexecdir, 'winmem.py') ]

The next section provides the hostname or IP address, the snmp version and the snmp
community parameters. This section uses a mixture of techniques as a demonstration.
You probably wouldn't do it this way in production.
•

context.titleOrId()
◦

•

Uses the titleOrId() method of the device object

context.manageIp
◦

Looks up the manageIp attribute of the device in the zodb
if not params['snmpVer']:
cmdparts.append('v1')
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else:
cmdparts.append(params['snmpVer'])
if not params['snmpCommunity']:
cmdparts.append('public')
else:
cmdparts.append(params['snmpCommunity'])
◦

This is the contrived part. It demonstrates that you can access the
snmpCommunity and snmpVer elements of the params dictionary that you
have already setup, gathering data from the datasource.

Figure 22: params method  building the cmd key in the params dictionary

Rather than using params['snmpVer'], you may prefer to use the next ,commentedout
section which gathers zProperty data from zodb.
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Figure 23: params method using zProperties of the device to create command parameters

One way or another, the cmd key of the params dictionary should look something like:
['/opt/zenoss/local/ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp/ZenPacks/skills1st/WinSnmp/dataso
urces/../libexec/winmem.py', 'win2003net.class.example.org', 'v2c', 'public']

Note that cmdparts is a Python list with the command and its parameters as separate
elements of the list. This is the format required to use in the subprocess.pOpen
method in the collect method that follows.
The next method in the new PythonDataSourcePlugin is collect  the one that actually
gets the data. Again, it provides two alternative ways to do things, one of them
commented out.
def collect(self, config):
ds0 = config.datasources[0]
# Next 3 lines use params to get cmd
cmd = ds0.params['cmd']
log.debug(' cmd is %s \n ' % (cmd) )
cmd_process = subprocess.Popen(cmd, stdout=subprocess.PIPE, stderr=subprocess.PIPE)

The collect method is run by zenpython and is passed the datasource config structure
as its parameter..
This code uses the params dictionary that we carefully built in the params method
and then calls the Python subprocess.Popen method to gather data.
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Figure 24: collect method for new datasource plugin

The alternative, commentedout code completely ignores the work done in the params
method. We use the same code to build the filepath for the command, directly in the
collect method. The parameters come from the proxy_attributes we defined at the
start of the plugin method (zSnmpVer and zSnmpCommunity). We did not specify the
manageIp attribute but some attributes of the data source are passed by default in the
config parameter. The defaults can be seen in the code in the Python Collector
ZenPack under services/PythonConfig.py.
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Figure 25: Default attributes of a PythonDataSourceConfig class

The last part of the collect method arranges for the command to be run and return
deferred output.
cmd_out = cmd_process.communicate()
dd = defer.Deferred()
# cmd_process.communicate() returns a tuple of (stdoutdata, stderrordata)

if cmd_process.returncode == 0:
dd.callback(cmd_out[0])
else:
dd.errback(cmd_out[1])
return dd

The trick here is that collect must return a “Twisted deferred”. So we specify our
output to be delivered to cmd_out  and then defer it! Data is delivered
asynchronously at a later stage. If the returncode is 0 (successful) then we continue
with the success callback; if it is not successful we continue with the error callback.
The onResult method of the plugin can be omitted. In this case, it is just used to
provide logging (to zenpython.log).
def onResult(self, result, config):
"""
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Called first for success and error.
You can omit this method if you want the result of the collect method
to be used without further processing.
"""
log.debug( 'result is %s ' % (result))
return result

onSuccess is the last major method to implement. It need to process the data that was
successfully returned by the collect method. It must deliver a data structure with zero
or more events, values and maps. The data in the values dictionary is then used to
populate the rrd files.
The trick with the values dictionary is that it is a dictionary of dictionaries with one
dictionary per component datapoint, where the keys are the components and the
values are the data. Data values for a device (rather than a component) have the
None key.
Note that the events and maps data structures are lists, not dictionaries. You do not
have to return an events list; in the onSuccess method you may prefer not to; it will
default to an empty list.
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Figure 26: onSuccess method for the new data plugin  what you need to return

The maps list can be used to modify attributes of the device or component in the zodb
database, in the light of the performance data retrieved.
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Figure 27: The main body of the onSuccess method, processing the returned data

First we use the new_data() method to initiate a new, empty datastructure to return.
This datasource is running the winmem.py script to gather devicewide data  single
scalar values. The output is in the format:
OK|MemoryTotal=523712000 MemoryUsed=212800000 PercentMemoryUsed=41
PagingTotal=1284096000 PagingUsed=204032000 PercentPagingUsed=16

Note that the variable names in the section after the vertical bar, exactly match the
datapoint names defined earlier in this datasource file.
We use Python code to split the output into sections before and after the vertical bar.
The variables sections are then split on the “=” symbol and parsed into a new
dictionary, datapointDict, where the key is the variable name and the the value is the
data value. This is now in the correct format to return as the value part of the “None”
key (devicewide values), in the returned data dictionary.
As a demonstration, an event is also generated with Info severity, of event class /App.
config.id refers to the device itself so is passed as the device attribute of the event.
The onError and onComplete methods are fairly trivial. onError delivers an event,
similar to the one above but with an Error severity.
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Figure 28: onError and onComplete methods for the new datasource plugin

That's all there is to it!

6.3 configure.zcml
There is one other thing you need to do before you can test the datasource. The
configure.zcml file in the main directory of the ZenPack, needs lines added to define
the adapter for the new datasource.
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Figure 29: configure.zcml with adapter for new datasource

At this stage, with a datasource file and a configure.zcml, reinstall the ZenPack again.
I would also completely restart zenoss, for safety, with zenoss stop; zenoss start.
Subsequent “tweaks” to the ZenPack files you can probably get away with just
restarting zenhub, zopectl and zenpython:
zenhub restart; zopectl restart; zenpython restart

6.4 Testing the new datasource
Ultimately the new ZenPack is going to create some new device classes, starting
with /Server/Windows/Snmp. For now create this device class by hand. Put a test
device into this class; the example used here will be win2003net.class.example.org.

6.4.1 Defining a template to utilise a new datasource
The first test of the new datasource is to create a new template; select
/Server/Windows/Snmp as the template path.
Within that template, create a new datasource. You should find the new datasource in
the list of datasource types.
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Figure 30: Creating a new datasource of type CmdSnmpMemDataSource

When you have created it, you should also find that the datapoints you defined have
automatically been created for you.
Doubleclick the datasource and check that the correct fields appear in the datasource
dialogue.
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Figure 31: Datasource dialogue

At this stage, it is probably optimistic to start creating thresholds and graphs!

6.4.2 Testing the datasource configuration
As this is a devicelevel template, it needs binding. Bind it to the device class
/Server/Windows/Snmp; this class should already have you test device in it.
This is the point at which the config_key and params methods of the datasource plugin
are exercised. For now, unbind the template again.
As the zenoss user, turn debugging on to zenhub. This is a toggle switch that you can
apply to any running zenoss daemon.
zenhub debug

Now use less to show $ZENHOME/log/zenhub.log.
Rebind the template to the device class and check updates in zenhub.log.
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Figure 32: zenhub.log when a configuration change is received

Look carefully for error messages.

6.4.3 Testing the target device
At this stage, it would be prudent to ensure that the target test device is up and
responds to the SNMP OIDs that will be required.
I have tested with both the standard Microsoft SNMP agent and with the windows
version of netsnmp; both seem to respond well to standard Mib2, HOST
RESOURCES requests and Lan Manager OIDs.
For testing, I am using SNMP v2 and a community name of public. Use snmpwalk to
test. The winmem.py script is requesting data from the hrStorage table
(.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1) so try:
snmpwalk v2c cpublic win2003net.class.example.org .1.3.6.1.2.1.25.2.3.1
snmpwalk v2c cpublic win2003net.class.example.org hrStorage

You should get responses.
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Figure 33: snmpwalk test for hrStorage OIDs

6.4.4 Testing with zenpython
The best way to test that data is gathered by the new datasource is to run zenpython
from the command line with full debugging. The datasource code has been well
scattered with log.debug statements exactly for this purpose.
zenpython run v 10 d win2003net.class.example.org

Try to ensure that there are no other Python templates active against your test device
to reduce the output. If there is too much to scan, redirect the out put to a file:
zenpython run v 10 d win2003net.class.example.org > /tmp/fred 2>&1

If you see a message saying it cannot find the configuration for your test device “Is
that the right name”, this means that there is a problem with the configuration
section. Check zenhub.log and inspect the config_keys and params methods of the
plugin.
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The output should show a number of phases:

Figure 34: zenpython debugging output

1. You should see the cycletime for the datasource  120 seconds in this case
2. You should see a task with the template name (PyTestCmdMemCpu), the
datasource id (cmdMem) and the object path to the plugin
(ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp.datasources.CmdSnmpMemDataSource.CmdSnm
pMemPlugin). The task should change from IDLE to QUEUED to RUNNING.
3. You should see the cmd variable  remember this is the list that will be passed
to subprocess.Popen().
cmd is
['/opt/zenoss/local/ZenPacks.skills1st.WinSnmp/ZenPacks/skills1st/WinSnmp/
datasources/../libexec/winmem.py', 'win2003net.class.example.org', 'v2c',
'public']

4. Check that the command parameters for device, snmp version and snmp
community have substituted correctly.
5. The code has a log.debug that reports the result in the onResult method. This
is immediately after data collection has taken place.
result is OK|MemoryTotal=523712000 MemoryUsed=219072000
PercentMemoryUsed=42 PagingTotal=1284096000 PagingUsed=207040000
PercentPagingUsed=16

6. You should see the task changing state from RUNNING to
STATE_SEND_EVENTS and see the event that you constructed in the
onSuccess method.
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7. You should see the task changing state from STATE_SEND_EVENTS to
STORE_PERF_DATA. This is where the data actually gets saved into rrd files.
You can see the file names and the values.
8. You should then see the task changing state from STORE_PERF_DATA to
IDLE.

6.4.5 Adding graphs and threshold to the template
The ultimate test of the datasource is that you can create graphs with the datapoints
and also thresholds. If the zenpython test runs successfully, then it is worth creating
graph and threshold definitions to use the data.

6.5 Datasource to collect cpu utilisation with a command
Ryan's ZenPacks.Nova.Windows.SNMPPerfMonitor gathers memory and cpu
utilisation, both using a script to drive SNMP. The ...............................

6.6 Building a datasource to gather a single SNMP scalar value
6.7 Building a datasource to gather SNMP table values
6.8 Building a Python modeler plugin
Remember....
If plugin doesn't show in the list to be run, suspect syntax errors in the plugin itself
plugin classname must be same as filename
Change modeler then bounce zenhub and zopectl
Clear browser cache
portal_type = meta_type = 'WinServiceSNMPPython'  must match component type

6.9 The rest of the ZenPack
6.9.1 Device and component objects
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6.9.2 The __init__.py file
•

Menus

•

7 Conclusions
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